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Abstract

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have many capabilities like wireless
communications, sensing and computation. Due to these advanced features they perform
critical tasks in many application areas such as environment monitoring, health
applications, rescue operations and many more. One of the major challenges in WSN is
efficient data transmission and to achieve this many energy efficient routing protocols
have been proposed. Flooding is one of the major communication techniques in this
aspect. However it suffers from many problems like implosion, overlap and resource
blindness [25]. These problems can be addressed using data-centric data transmission
approach. One of the routing protocols employing this approach is Sensor Protocols for
Information via Negotiation (SPIN) protocol [2] which uses meta-data to eliminate the
transmission of redundant data throughout the network. There are four different SPIN
protocols namely SPIN-PP for point to point transmission, SPIN-EC which adds energy
conservation heuristic [7], SPIN-BC which is used for broadcast transmission media and
SPIN-RL which is a reliable version of SPIN-BC. In this paper a comparative study has
been done among flooding and the SPIN protocols.
Keywords: SPIN, Flooding, Meta-data, Sensor Network, WSN

1. Introduction
Many small, lightweight wireless nodes called sensors [11] come together to monitor
large physical environments or system to form a wireless sensor network.It is done by
measuring the physical parameters such as temperature, pressure, humidity, sound,
vibration, pollutants and collectively sending their sensed data to the sink node. Sensor
nodes communicate not only with each other but also with a Base Station (BS) using their
wireless radio. This allows them to spread their sensor data to
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remote processing, visualization, analysis, and storage systems [4]. The sensor nodes may
be simple to monitor a single physical phenomenon or complex, which may combine
many different sensing techniques (e.g., acoustic, optical, magnetic) [8].
There has been a huge increase in the use of wireless sensor networks in the recent
years due to their ability to monitor and control the physical environment from remote
locations [13]. They can greatly improve the accuracy of information obtained through
collaboration among sensor nodes and online processing of information. Wireless sensor
networks can also improve remote access to sensor data by providing sink nodes that
connect them to other networks, such as the Internet, using wide-area wireless links. In
wireless sensor networks there are many challenges like energy constraint, design
constraint, self management, security, etc., [12]. Apart from sensing ability WSNs also
have many advantages like onboard processing, communication and storage capability
because of which it finds usage in many applications like environment monitoring, target
tracking, healthcare, transportation and many more. Various researches have also been
carried out in this area [29].

Figure 1. Overview of Wireless Sensor Networks
One of the major issues in WSNs is to develop an energy efficient routing protocol
which has a significant impact on the overall lifetime of the network. It suffers from
various obstacles arising from limited energy [5], computational power and
communication resources available to the sensors in the network.
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Figure 2. Different Routing Protocols
There are many ways to classify routing protocols. Figure 2 shows three different
classifications based on network organisation, route discovery and protocol operation
[20]. With respect to network organisation, there are three common classes of routing
protocols: Sensor Protocol for Information via Negotiation (SPIN) [1], Directed diffusion,
Rumor routing and Gradient Based Routing (GBR) are the examples of flat based routing
protocols which assigns equal role to all the nodes. However hierarchical based routing
protocols assume different roles for different nodes. This family consists of many
protocols some of which are Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH),
Power Efficient Gathering in Sensor Information Systems (PEGASIS), ThresholdSensitive Energy Efficient-Sensor Network (TEEN), and Self Organizing Protocol (SOP).
Location based routing protocols rely on the location information from nodes to make
routing decisions. Some Location based routing protocols are Greedy Perimeter Stateless
Routing (GPSR), Geographic Adaptive Fidelity (GAF), Geographic and Energy Aware
Routing (GEAR). Some protocols under reactive routing are Ad Hoc On-Demand
Distance Vector (AODV) and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) while DestinationSequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) and Optimised Link State routing (OLSR) are
examples of Proactive Routing. The Hybrid routing protocols exhibit features of both
reactive and proactive protocols like Safari. Finally, routing protocols also differ in their
operation, for example, negotiation based, multipath based, query based, Quality of
Service (QoS) and coherent based protocols [17].
The design of the routing protocol depends on the nature of the application
requirements.The routing protocols used earlier were address centred where packets were
routed based on unique IP address and the data content remained unchanged during the
data delivery process. But this type of addressing scheme is not suitable for WSN,
because it is hard to identify the sensor nodes in the network. Since most WSNs are
application specific [13] it is relatively advantageous to concentrate on data content rather
that address. Data-centric routing is one of them [16]. In data-centric routing scheme, data
are retrieved through querying. It is based on certain attribute values like advertisement of
data or interest for data which is propagated throughout the network. Moreover, local data
are aggregated and it is also possible to add new data at different levels of hop. There are
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two popular approaches in this context- SPIN [10, 9] family of negotiation protocol and
Directed Diffusion [9]. In this paper we present a comparative study between flooding
and the SPIN protocol and its various types. The use of SPIN protocol will result in less
amount of packet transmission which will gradually save a significant amount of energy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a description of flooding is
given. The Spin protocol is described in Section 3. Related work has been discussed in
Section 4. Performance Analysis of SPIN and flooding has been done in Section 5,
followed by conclusion in Sections 6.

2. Flooding
Flooding is a simple routing algorithm in which every incoming packet is sent through
every outgoing link except the one it arrived on. It is an old and simple strategy to spread
information into a network or to reach a node at an unknown location by flooding the
entire network [23]. A sender node broadcasts packets to its immediate neighbours, which
in turn will repeat this process by rebroadcasting the packets to their own neighbours until
all nodes have received the packets. Flooding ensures that if there is a path to the
destination, it is guaranteed to receive the data. The main advantage of flooding is its
simplicity, while its main disadvantage is that it causes heavy traffic. Therefore, measures
must be taken to ensure that packets do not travel throughout the network indefinitely. For
example, maximum-hop counts are used to limit the number of times a packet is
forwarded. It should be large enough so that every intended receiver can be reached, but
also small enough to ensure that packets do not travel too long in the network. Sequence
numbers in packets can also be used to uniquely identify a packet. In this case whenever a
node receives a packet that it has already forwarded, it simply discards the duplicate.
However, even with these mechanisms, flooding faces a number of additional challenges
[29] as mentioned below.


Implosion

In flooding, a node always sends data to its neighbor nodes even if the neighbor has
already received the data from another source. It results in the implosion problem
depicted in the figure below. Here, node A starts by flooding data to its two neighbors, B
and C. These nodes store the data received from A and send a copy of it to their neighbor
D. The protocol, thus, wastes resources by sending two copies of the data to D.

Figure 3. Implosion [25]
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Overlap

Sensor nodes often cover overlapping geographic areas due to which nodes gather
overlapping data. Figure below illustrates what happens when two nodes (A and B) gather
such overlapping data and then flood the data to their common neighbor (C). Similarly the
flooding algorithm in this case too, wastes energy and bandwidth by sending two copies
of a piece of data to the same node.

Figure 4. Overlapping Problem: The Node C Receives the same Data Y by
both A and B [25]


Resource Blindness

The flooding algorithm completely ignores the resource constraints of individual
nodes. The nodes are not able to modify their operations based on the amount of energy
they are having. So the nodes with resource scarcity get destroyed easily.

3. SPIN (Sensor Protocol for Information via Negotiation)
SPIN is a data-centric routing protocol [27]. Here the sensor nodes negotiate with each
other before transmitting the actual data using meta-data. Meta-data is used by sensor
nodes to give a complete description of the data that they collect and their size should be
less than the actual data in terms of bytes. It is basically a three-way handshake protocol
which uses three types of messages ADV, REQ and DATA [9-29]. The SPIN family is
designed to address the deficiencies of flooding. Problems like implosion and overlapping
are solved by negotiation and resource blindness is overcome by resource adaptation, thus
achieving energy efficiency. The advantage of this protocol is that each node needs to
know only its single-hop neighbours. It saves more energy than flooding [14], and
metadata negotiation reduces the redundant data. However, SPIN’s data advertisement
mechanism does not always guarantee data delivery. The SPIN family of protocols
includes many protocols [29]. These include SPIN-PP, SPIN-EC, SPIN-BC and SPINRL.


SPIN-PP

This protocol is designed for a point to point communication. Here two nodes can
communicate with each other without interfering with other nodes. It uses negotiation to
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solve the problems of flooding and follows 3-way handshake protocol [27]. When a SPIN
node receives a new data, it broadcasts an ADV message to its neighbour nodes, which
contains the meta-data. If the neighbour does not have the data and needs the data, it
sends a REQ message to request data stating which advertised data it wants and does not
want. Hence the sender node can differentiate between lost ADV messages and ADV for
requested data. DATA is the actual message which is sent to the requesting node. This
neighbour sensor node then repeats this process with its neighbours. This way the entire
sensor area will receive a copy of the data.

Figure 5. The SPIN-PP Protocol: (a) Advertisement Phase, (b) Request
Phase, and (c) Data Transmission. [5]


SPIN- EC

Here the sensor nodes communicate using the same 3-way handshake protocol as in
case of SPIN-PP but there is energy conservation parameter added to it [26]. After getting
the ADV message the nodes will check whether its energy is above or below the threshold
energy.
If it is above the energy threshold it will perform the operations similar to SPIN-PP. If
it is below the threshold energy it will not send the REQ message and hence will not
participate in the communication.


SPIN-BC

This protocol is designed for broadcast channels nodes where the networks
communicate using a single, shared channel [7]. Here when a node sends out a message, it
is received by every node irrespective of the message destination. If a node wishes to send
a message and senses that the channel is currently in use, it must wait for the channel to
become idle before attempting to send the message. Therefore it wastes both time and
energy. However, the advantage of such networks is that when a single node sends a
message out to a broadcast address, this message can reach all of the node’s neighbours
using only one transmission. One-to-many communication is therefore 1/n times cheaper
in a broadcast network than in a point-to-point network, where n is the number of
neighbours for each node.


SPIN-RL

It is similar to SPIN-BC protocol but more reliable. This is achieved by adding few
changes to SPIN-BC protocol. Here each node keeps track of all the advertisements and
the nodes sending them. If it does not receive any requested data within a certain period of
time, it sends out the request again. The nodes also have limited frequency with which
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they resend the data messages. After sending out a data message, a node will wait for a
certain period of time before it responds to other requests for the same data message.
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Table 1. Brief Idea About SPIN and its Various Types [2][10]
SPIN
AND
ITS TYPES
SPIN
SPIN-PP
SPIN-EC
SPIN-BC
SPIN-RL

CHARACTERISTICS
Uses Data Negotiation and Resource Adaptive Algorithm
Point to Point Transmission Media
Adds Energy Conservation Heuristic to SPIN-PP
Single Broadcast Transmission Media
Reliable version of SPIN-BC

4. Related Work
1. Devender Sharma, Harkesh Sehrawat, Jyoti [2012] proposed “Energy Efficient MSPIN Protocol” [4].
In this paper emphasis was given on one of the most challenging aspect of WSN i.e.
Energy Efficiency. Different routing protocols have been proposed to save energy during
data transmission in the past. In this paper an algorithm M-SPIN has been proposed for
increasing the energy efficiency of routing protocol. M-SPIN was already implemented
but it suffered from energy problem since several nodes are traversed multiple times
resulting in elimination of those nodes from the network. To solve this issue, energy level
was used as a parameter. It was found that the energy efficiency was increased but it had
complex computations like calculating energy at each node and every time.
2. Geetu, Sonia Juneja [2012] proposed “Performance Analysis of SPIN and LEACH
Routing Protocol in WSN” [6].
The aim was to compare the performance of two routing protocols – SPIN and LEACH
using data centric approach. And hence the best routing protocol for WSN was proposed.
The simulation was based on energy performance using Network Simulator 2.34. The
simulation was run for 2 minutes using 50 nodes for both protocols. It was observed that
SPIN fares much better than LEACH in terms of energy consumption. Also the end to end
delay and dead nodes is more in case of LEACH but the packet delivery ratio is more in
case of LEACH as there is no time boundation.
3. K. Karthikeyan, M.Kavitha [2013] proposed “Comparative Analysis of Data Centric
Routing Protocols for Wireless Sensor Networks” [13].
This paper compares the three data centric routing protocols SPIN, SPIN-1, M-SPIN
for energy efficiency. Based on this analysis M-SPIN performs better than other two. MSPIN is a better approach for the application need quick and reliable response. But one
major problem in M-SPIN is that few sensor nodes may be used several times and those
nodes may dissipate energy and may be destroyed earlier than other nodes in the network.
Cluster methodology and dynamic cluster head election can be used in future to overcome
the problem of using only few nodes for the forwarding of the data. The network
simulator version 2 was used for performances analysis.
4. Parul Tyagi, Surabhi Jain [2012] proposed “Comparative Study of Routing Protocols
in Wireless Sensor Network” [19].
In this paper, recent routing protocols for wireless sensor network has been analyzed
and classified in three types of approaches according to network architecture in WSN.
The three main categories on the basis of network structure are Flat, Hierarchical and
location based routing protocols. The tradeoff between energy and communication
overhead savings in every routing protocol was also studied. The advantages and
performance issues of each routing technique has been discussed.
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5. Performance Analysis
This section compares the two routing protocols – Flooding and SPIN. Flooding is a
routing protocol in which each node forwards data to all its neighbour nodes except the
node which has sent the data. This process is repeated until all the nodes have received the
packets. The advantage of flooding is its simplicity along with guaranteed data delivery.
However it encounters many problems like implosion, overlapping and resource blindness
which causes transmission of redundant data and wastage of energy and bandwidth [28].
SPIN is a negotiation based protocol suitable for wireless sensor networks. Every node
uses meta-data to give description about the data it is going to send. This prevents
redundant data transmission in the network. Negotiation is done by sensor nodes before
sending data. It performs three way handshaking to send data to its neighbour nodes. Only
required data is sent to the neighbour nodes thus preventing duplicate packets and saving
energy [6]. The negotiations are done by exchanging data advertisement message (ADV)
and a request for data message (REQ) between the sender and the receiver. After the
negotiation, the sender transmits the data to the receiver (DATA) only after receiving the
REQ message. Hence it is energy efficient though data delivery is not guaranteed here. To
solve this issue some changes can be done in the existing protocol by enhancing some of
its existing features.
In the table given below, comparison has been made between the two protocols based
on various parameters. This analysis is based on various researches done in this field.
Table 2. Comparison Between Flooding and SPIN [10][21][22]
HEURISTICS
Network Topology
Data Delivery
Redundant Data
Energy Consumption
Latency
More number of nodes
Query Based
Throughput
Reliability
Lifetime of nodes
Energy Efficiency
Energy
Resource
Awareness

FLOODING
Information not required
Guaranteed
Present
High
High
Preferred
No
Low
Low
Low
Low
No

SPIN
Required
Not Guaranteed
Not Present
Low
Low
Not Preferred
Yes
High
High
High
High
Yes

6. Conclusion
In this paper Flooding has been introduced as a simple routing protocol which is
widely used for data transmission. However it suffers from many disadvantages like
implosion, overlapping and resource blindness. In order to overcome the above
disadvantages, SPIN protocol is used [11]. It is data centric and uses meta-data
negotiation before transmitting the actual data. Hence it prevents redundant data
transmission to a great extent. It has been analysed that flooding can be used when there
are large number of nodes. But in most cases it consumes large amount of energy,
resulting in energy wastage by creating huge volume of redundant data. So instead of
using flooding, SPIN can be used which will increase the throughput and reliability, while
reducing the latency. To reduce the energy consumption further, different types of SPIN
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protocols can be used. It is seen that SPIN-EC and SPIN-RL saves a large amount of
energy [10].
In the future work simulated results will be given to show the advantages of SPIN over
flooding in various scenarios. Though the SPIN protocol is energy efficient but it does not
guarantee data delivery. There may be cases where a node between the source and the
destination is not interested in the ADV packet so the actual data may not reach the
destination. Furthermore there may be situations when few sensor nodes may be used
several times and those nodes may dissipate energy and may be destroyed earlier then
other nodes. To avoid these problems one of the solutions can be an additional destination
field added to the header and each node in the network will maintain a list of its
neighbours. So each time a node gets the ADV packet, it will check whether the
destination lies in the list of its neighbours. Moreover, after receiving the ADV packet, the
nodes will respond with a REQ message along with a flag which is set to 0 if it does not
have the data and 1 if it already has the data, along with its energy value. Then, depending
on the largest energy value, the data will be sent to the corresponding node. There by
preventing the nodes with lower energy value from getting exhausted easily. A lot of
study can be done in this field to overcome the issues of SPIN and make it a preferred
protocol for routing in WSN.
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